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Abstract

Context: Earlier detection of renal cell carcinoma (RCC) and the recent expansion of
treatment possibilities have positively influenced the outlook for patients with this
disease. However, progression and treatment response are still not sufficiently
predictable. Molecular markers could help to refine individual risk stratification
and treatment planning, although they have not yet become clinically routine.
Objective: This review presents an overview of diagnostic and prognostic mole-
cular markers for RCC and a subgrouping of these markers for different clinical
issues.
Evidence acquisition: Literature and recent meeting abstracts were searched using
these terms: renal (cell) carcinoma, molecular/tumor markers, biopsy, blood, urine,
disease progression/prognosis, immunohistochemistry, risk factors, and survival.

Due to the resulting large number of articles, studies were subjectively
selected according to the importance of a study on the field, number of inves-
tigated patients, originality, multivariate analyses performed, contrast with
previously published data, actuality, and assumed clinical applicability of the
described results. More then 90% of the selected studies originated from the past
10 yr; >50% of the articles were written in 2006 or later.
Evidence synthesis: These data were predominantly obtained via nonrandomized,
retrospective, but often controlled studies. Thereby, the resulting level of evi-
dence is 2A/2B. The broad spectrum of described molecular markers (MMs) for
RCC consists of markers already extensively studied in other malignancies (eg,
p53), as well as MMs typically associated with specific RCC-altered gene functions
and pathways (eg, von Hippel–Lindau [VHL]). The main goal of using MMs is to
refine the prediction of clinical end points like tumor progression, treatment
response, and cancer-specific and/or overall survival. Further, MMs might facil-
or
itate the clinical w

convenient tools for s
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Conclusions: Presently, there are a number of promising MMs for diverse clinical
questions, but the available data are not yet valid enough for routine, clinical
application. We should comply with the demand for large multicenter prospective
investigations, stratified for RCC type and treatment modalities, to lift the use of
molecular markers in RCC to a practical level, thereby providing a better consulta-
tion for our patients regarding diagnosis, treatment, and follow-up.

# 2009 Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of European Association of Urology.
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1. Introduction

Despite a stage migration to a higher proportion of
localized renal cell carcinomas (RCC) [1], the
demand for an individual aftercare of these
patients is still foiled by the unpredictable course
of localized RCC. Consequently, a suggested risk-
stratification for follow-up schemes still has not
yet achieved universal acceptance [2]. Simulta-
neously, the role of ablative treatments for small
tumors is increasing, and there are a growing
number of advocates of an ‘‘active surveillance’’
strategy for small renal masses. With even small
tumors having metastatic potential and the fact
that the overall RCC mortality has not yet dropped
[3], markers for the individual aggressiveness of a
tumor are desired.

The base of all prognostic models, the TNM
system [4], is not yet optimal in predicting the
long-term course of the disease: The overall con-
cordance rate has been described to be 58–73% [5,6],
and it seems to be not significant for e.g. papillary
RCC (papRCC) [6]. Further, many authors demand a
reclassification, especially for the overly global pT3–
4 groups [5,7,8]. Integrated prognostic models seem
to perform slightly better, but they are also based on
the TNM system and have concordance rates
between 60% and 85% [9–11].

For metastatic diseases, new therapeutic
agents—so-called targeted therapies—have brought
about a revolution in treatment strategies. How-
ever, unlike therapies in other cancers (eg, human
epidermal growth factor receptor 2 [HER-2] in
breast cancer [12]), the question of whether a
tumor does have the target at which the therapy
is aimed has not been raised. Moreover, with a lack
of markers for response, we are unable to detect
progress or to treat refractory cancer earlier than
with radiologic evaluation. And finally, with the
new drugs again posing the question of potential
benefit of adjuvant therapies, an improved group-
ing is necessary to better determine the patients
who are at high risk.

A broad variety of markers are described in
literature. This review summarizes (pre-) clinically
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tested molecular markers (MMs) that might be
applicable for above surrogates.

2. Evidence acquisition

Medline database searches were performed using
the terms renal (cell) carcinoma, molecular/tumor
markers, biopsy, blood, urine, disease progression/
prognosis, immunohistochemistry, risk factors, and
survival. Subsequent references to retrieved articles
are additionally included. Furthermore, abstracts
from the 2008 annual meetings of the European
Association of Urology, the American Urological
Association, and the American Society of Clinical
Oncology were searched using the above-men-
tioned keywords.

Due to the resulting large number of articles, a
subjective selection was based on the following:
importance of a study on the field, large number of
investigated patients, originality, multivariate ana-
lyses performed, contrast with previously published
data, actuality, and assumed clinical applicability of
the described results.

The selected articles were published between
1986 and 2008. More then 90% of the studies
originated from the past 10 yr, and >50% of the
articles were published in 2006 or later.

3. Results

3.1. Tissue markers

3.1.1. Primary tumor and/or resected metastases

This group includes the MMs, which have been
investigated in either nephrectomy specimens or in
resected metastases. Most of the studies are based
on expression studies by high-throughput methods
like tissue microarrays (TMAs). The achieved results
were correlated in a mostly retrospective manner
with clinical end points: progression-free survival
(PFS), cancer-specific survival (CSS), and overall
survival (OS).

We differentiated two subgroups: 1. MMs typi-
cally associated with RCC and 2. ‘‘generic’’ markers,
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Fig. 1 – Pathways and markers in renal cell carcinoma.
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which have been vastly investigated in other
malignancies.

3.1.1.1. Renal cell carcinoma–associated tumor markers

3.1.1.1.1. Von Hippel–Lindau pathway

The understanding of the role of the von Hippel–
Lindau (VHL) tumor suppressor gene in RCC has
been one of the landmarks for the considerations
about angiogenic pathways. It is inactivated in
almost all RCC in patients with VHL syndrome.

Importantly, this tumor-suppressor gene on
chromosome 3p was found to be also inactivated
in about 70% of sporadic clear cell RCC (ccRCC),
resulting in deficient protein isoforms pVHL19 and
pVHL30.

One well-studied consequence of the deficient
VHL proteins is an impaired degradation of hypoxia
induced factor 1alpha (HIF-1a), which accumulates
Please cite this article in press as: Eichelberg C, et al. Diagnostic and P
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even under nonhypoxic conditions [13] (Fig. 1).
However, the entire range of the regulative mechan-
isms controlled by pVHL goes far beyond this and
includes regulation of cell-cycle arrest via p53 or
deposition of extracellular matrix, closely linked to
neoangiogenesis and tissue invasion [14].

The VHL gene’s complex position might also
explain why the prognostic role of VHL alterations is
divergent. Yao et al found, on multivariate analysis
of sex, age, grade, symptoms, that VHL mutation or
hypermethylation strongly related to a better PFS
and a CSS for stage I–III ccRCC [15]. Schraml et al
reported that only ‘‘loss-of-function’’ mutations of
VHL are associated with worse prognosis in uni-
variate analyses, while tumor grade, stage, micro-
vessel density, and tumor-cell proliferation were not
associated with VHL mutations. They concluded
that the regulation of angiogenesis and proliferation
of RCC might not be directly influenced by VHL
mutations [16].
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As for the therapeutically predictive value, VHL
mutations or promoter methylations seem to have
a modest positive correlation to anti–vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF)–targeted therapy
response, with a described objective response rate of
48% compared to 35% in patients with no VHL
mutation or methylation [17].

3.1.1.1.2. Hypoxia-induced factor 1alpha

As described above, HIF-1a accumulates either in
hypoxic cell conditions or when the pVHL is
deficient. In a study by Wiesener et al, somatic
mutations of the VHL gene were detected only in
HIF-1a overexpressing ccRCC. Consequently, an
increased expression of HIF-1a was found in 24 of
32 ccRCC tumors (75%), but only in three of eight
non-ccRCC tumors. Moreover, none of the HIF-1a–
negative ccRCCs displayed a VHL mutation [18].

Similar to VHL mutation, the prognostic value of
an HIF-1a overexpression is also controversial: In a
Western blot analyses of 66 ccRCCs, Lidgren et al
showed that a high level of HIF-1a protein expres-
sion to be an independent, favorable, prognostic
factor [19]. However, in the subsequent TMA study
by the same group (n = 176), HIF-1a lost its sig-
nificance on multivariate analysis [20].

Researchers from University of California–Los
Angeles, however, showed that pHIF-1a expression
was able to predict outcome in patients with
metastatic disease. Patients with a high level of
HIF-1a expression had a significantly worse survival
than patients with a low level of expression (median
survival: 13.5 vs 24.4 mo). Using multivariate
analysis, HIF-1a expression and carbonic anhydrase
9 (CAIX) expression were shown to be the strongest
prognostic factors in the study group of 141 patients
with metastatic ccRCC [21].

This discrepancy nicely demonstrates the com-
plexity of reasons that justify divergent results in the
evaluation of potentially prognostic MMs, ranging
from methodological divergences to an oversimpli-
fied understanding of an MM or to simply a biased or
neglect able effect in a real-life clinical setting.

For HIF, a possible explanation might be related to
the differences in staining and detection, for
example, cytoplasmatic [20] versus nuclear [21].
With HIF being a transcription factor for many
growth factors relevant for cancer development and
progression, HIF might only be an active and thereby
a negative predictor when translocated into the
nucleus.

Furthermore, despite the fact that HIF-1a acts via
transcriptional regulation of a number of factors
involved in the downstream regulation of angio-
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genesis, glucose metabolism, and stimulation of
growth factors, its complex intracellular signaling
includes also the induction of apoptosis by stabiliz-
ing wild type p53, but it cannot interact with
mutated p53 [22]. Therefore the p53 status might
bias the results of the prognostic ability of HIF-1a,
although p53 mutations are rare in ccRCC (see
section 3.1.1.2.1.).

And finally, the excellent CSS rate of patients with
early stage, nonmetastatic tumors after surgery
could simply overexpose effects of HIF expression
on survival. The proportion of N+ or M1 tumors in
the Lidgren et al article [20] is not explicitly
mentioned. However, 76 of 176 ccRCCs investigated
were stage 1 or stage 2. In the article by Klatte et al
[21], on the other hand, the correlation between HIF-
1a and CSS was not significant for the 167 patients
with localized disease.

3.1.1.1.3. Vascular endothelial growth factor

The idea of either the direct inhibition of VEGF or the
blocking of its signaling cascade confounded the
‘‘therapeutic revolution’’ for metastatic RCC and is
principle of most of today’s approved targeted
therapies. Not surprisingly, VEGF has also been
widely studied as an MM.

VEGF production is significantly increased in RCC
with VHL gene alterations and raised HIF-1a protein
expressions. Furthermore, it is associated with a
more aggressive tumor phenotype [23]. Several
groups could show that a raised VEGF expression
is a significant predictor for outcome, and in
some studies showed this correlation even using
multivariate analyses together with stage and grade
[24–26].

With the close relationship between VHL and HIF-
1a, one might expect a raised VEGF expression to be
an exclusive feature of ccRCC. However, a study of
300 RCCs demonstrated no difference between the
RCC types [25]. Yildiz et al reported elevated VEGF
expression in 29% of ccRCCs and, surprisingly, in
67% of papRCCs [27]. This might be another example
that theoretically linear and logical pathways are
just not that plain in real life. Further confirmation
of this comes from the downstream VEGF-signaling
via phospho-extracellular signal-regulated kinase
(pERK), which theoretically should be lower under
anti-VEGF therapy. As Murphy et al stated in a recent
publication, ‘‘assessing endothelial cell ERK activa-
tion in tumor biopsies may allow monitoring of
sorafenib activity in patients in clinical trials’’ [28].
Data from the large TARGET trial, however, revealed
that pERK-staining levels were not predictive of
sorafenib therapy results [29].
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3.1.1.1.4. Grawitz 250 or carbonic anhydrase 9

As early as 1986 Oosterwijk et al described Grawitz
250 (G250) as an RCC-specific antibody [30]. It took
several years to merge these findings with the
parallel investigations on an RCC-related carbonic
anhydrase 9 (CAIX) [31], later identified as identical
targets. G250 and/or CAIX have been shown to be
unique HIF-1a target genes in ccRCC [32]. In contrast
to normal kidney tissue, 95% of ccRCCs are CAIX
and/or G250 positive [33].

High CAIX expression levels in primary tumors,
as well as in resected lung metastases, were
associated with improved prognosis in advanced
ccRCC [34,35]. Bui et al identified CAIX as an
independent predictor of survival, even when
analyzed together with stage, grade, nodal status,
metastatic status, and performance status [36]. This
result was questioned by Leibovich et al in a large
analysis of 730 patients that also found low CAIX
expression univariately associated with increased
risk of RCC death (risk ratio: 1.65), but not at
multivariate analysis [37].

Beside the ccRCC specificity and the prognostic
value of CAIX, it seems to predict outcome of
therapy with interleukin 2, with more responding
patients having high CAIX expressing tumors
compared with nonresponders (78% vs 51%) [38].
These data might help to optimize the selection of
patients eligible for the toxic but potentially curative
IL-2 therapy and might thereby help to preserve this
therapeutic option in today’s era of targeted thera-
pies. Results of the SELECT trial (www.Clinical-
Trials.gov identifier: NCT00554515) are eagerly
awaited here.

Furthermore, the high specificity of CAIX quali-
fies it as a potential therapeutic target for mono-
clonal antibody therapy [39]. Results of its use in an
adjuvant setting are expected (Adjuvant RENCAREX
Immunotherapy Phase 3 [ARISER] trial, www.Clini-
calTrials.gov identifier: NCT00087022).

3.1.1.1.5. Mammalian target of rapamycin pathway

The mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) path-
way has been shown to be upregulated in many
human cancers. As for RCC, it symbolizes the second
major pathway of today’s targeted therapy options,
with a proven efficiency of the mTOR inhibitors
temsirolimus (PFS and OS [40]) and everolimus (PFS
only, [41]).

The literature about the prognostic role of mTOR
as an MM is sparse. In a very recent study, Youssif
et al reported positive cytoplasmatic mTOR staining
in metastatic specimens to be correlated with
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improved CSS in 132 specimens [42], although it is
unclear whether these results depended on a
previous temsirolimus therapy.

Downstream, the mTOR-targeted, phosphory-
lated S6 ribosomal protein (pS6) did show cytoplas-
matic staining in 85% of 375 investigated RCCs, and
it was significantly increased in higher stages and
grades and in metastatic tumors. Using multi-
variate analyses, pS6 came out as the strongest
predictor of disease-specific survival (DSS) [43].
Cho et al published data showing that a high level
of pS6 staining correlates with temsirolimus
response. Additionally, none of the patients with-
out a high level of expression of pS6 experienced
an objective tumor response [44]. If these results
could be confirmed, pS6 could help to better select
patients of the poor risk group for temsirolimus
therapy, or otherwise prevent them from weekly
intravenous therapy, considering in their limited
life expectancy.

Upstream to mTOR, the phosphatase PTEN is
regulating the mTOR-pathway by inhibiting AKT
phosphorylation by PI3K. Although PTEN mutation
is reported to be a rare event in RCC, PTEN deletion
correlates with a poor prognosis [45], and decreased
staining has been associated with a nonsignificant
trend toward shorter OS [6].

3.1.1.2. ‘‘Generic’’ tumor markers

This group includes those MMs that have been
extensively described and investigated in other
malignancies. We therefore abstained from a
further characterization of each marker.

3.1.1.2.1. p53

Overall, p53 positivity seems to be a rare event in
RCC [46] and is probably more frequent in metas-
tases than in primary tumors [47]. As for the
different RCC types, p53 overexpression was found
to be more frequent in non-ccRCCs, and especially in
papRCC [47,48].

However, with regard to the predictive value of
a positive p53 staining, the literature is again
divided. A reason for this could be the hetero-
geneous p53 staining within tumors [47], which
could enable sampling errors. On the other hand,
non-ccRCC subgroup analyses typically lack large
numbers, with the potential risk of a model being
overly fitted. In summary, p53 overexpression
seems to be correlated with poorer prognoses, as
displayed in a selection of recent literature in
Table 1.
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Table 1 – Selection of recent literature investigating overexpression of p53 in renal cell carcinoma (RCC)

RCC subtype Central statement about
correlation for p53 overexpression

n p53 positive, %
(all subtypes)

Year Citation

All PFS decrease but significant only for ccRCC 240 23 (localized)

52 (metastasized)

2004 Zigeuner et al [47]

All CSS decrease but only in pap and chromRCC, not ccRCC 90 19 2001 Rioux-Leclerq et al [49]

N.d. PFS decrease in localized RCC 193 7 2005 Shvarts et al [50]

ccRCC CSS decrease, both non- and metastatic RCC 119 59 2007 Klatte et al [51]

ccRCC OS decrease 73 17 2000 Staller et al [52]

ccRCC OS decrease 50 16 1997 Chawla et al [53]

papRCC OS decrease, more common in type II papRCC (>36%) 50 12 (type 1) 2008 Kallakury et al [54]

36 (type 2)

PFS = progression-free survival; CSS = cancer-specific survival; ccRCC = clear cell renal cell carcinoma; ccRCC = chromophobe renal cell

carcinoma; N.d. = not described; OS = overall survival; papRCC = papillary renal cell carcinoma.
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3.1.1.2.2. Ki 67

Ki-67 has been described as a multivariate indepen-
dent negative predictor of OS [36,49] and PFS [50]. In
the study by Bui et al the combination of Ki67 and
CAIX was even able to displace nuclear grade in a
multivariate analysis of 224 patients [36].

3.1.1.2.3. CXCR3

CXCR3 is a receptor for cytokines induced by
interferon, and among its assumed functions are
the deterrence of angiogenesis and the promotion of
cellular immunity. It is also expressed by tumor-
infiltrating lymphocytes. A ‘‘protective’’ effect has
recently been reported, since CXCR3, in a multi-
variate mode, was an independent predictor for PFS
after nephrectomy in 154 localized ccRCC [51].

3.1.1.2.4. CXCR4

Cancer cells expressing the chemokine receptor
CXCR4 regularly metastasize to organs expressing
its specific ligand: stromal cell-derived factor-
1alpha (SDF-1a). The expression of CXCR4 in RCC
has been demonstrated to be pVHL and HIF
dependent. This resulted in a correlation of strong
CXCR4 expression with a poor rate of CSS in ccRCC
[21,52]. Moreover, high levels were seen in locally
recurrent and high grade tumors and in bone and
lung metastases [53].

3.1.1.2.5. Matrix metalloproteinase 2 and matrix

metalloproteinase 9

Matrix metalloproteinase 2 (MMP-2) and matrix
metalloproteinase 9 (MMP-9) are widespread in
human malignancies and are known to facilitate
tumor expansion and promotion of metastasis by
Please cite this article in press as: Eichelberg C, et al. Diagnostic and P
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mediating the degradation of basement-membrane
and connective-tissue barriers. In RCC, MMP-2 and
MMP-9 overexpression were found in 67–76% and
43% of tumors, respectively, and more frequently in
non-ccRCC tumors [13,54]. Elevations of MMP
correlated with aggressiveness [55], grade, and
survival [54], and even with early symptoms in
localized tumors [56].

MMP-2 and MMP-9 are often coexpressed with
CXCR4 and are assumed to be likewise coregulated
by pVHL and HIF. It remains unclear, however,
whether there is a direct induction of MMP-expres-
sion through CXCR4 [13].

3.1.1.2.6. Insulin-like growth factor II mRNA-binding protein

The oncofetal RNA-binding protein IMP3 (insulin-
like growth factor II mRNA-binding protein) is
assumed to regulate transcription of insulin-like
growth factor II mRNA. Its reappearance after
embryogenesis has been observed in a number of
other solid tumors to be a negative predictor. For
RCC, there are validated data [57] showing that IMP
correlate with higher stage, grade, sarcomatoid
differentiation and decreased CSS. Moreover, there
is a profound correlation with decreased PFS in
localized tumors with a 4–17-fold lesser probability
for a metastasis-free survival, both in ccRCC [58], as
in papRCC, and in chromophobe RCC (chRCC) [59].

3.1.1.2.7. Epithelial cell adhesion molecule

An infrequent (10%) positive epithelial cell adhesion
molecule (EpCAM) staining in ccRCC has been
reported to be a independent predictor of both
recurrence-free survival (RFS) and DSS [50,60]. Kim
et al found a trend to better survival in cases of
EpCAM-positive tumors, which however, was not
significant according to univariate or multivariate
rognostic Molecular Markers for Renal Cell Carcinoma: A Critical
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analyses [6]. Similar results were reported by Went
et al [61].

3.1.1.2.8. Vimentin

Vimentin expression was predominantly seen in
ccRCC and papRCC (51% and 61%, respectively), but
only rarely in chRCC (4%) and oncocytomas (12%).
The authors observed that the Vimentin expression
was significantly associated with a poor prognosis
independent of grade and stage [62].

3.1.1.2.9. Fascin

Fascin expression seems to be associated with
negative tumor attributes since it was reported to
correlate with higher grade, higher stage, larger
tumor size, and sarcomatoid transformation. More-
over, it was positive in 46% of metastases, compared
to only 10% in primary tumors. Seventy-seven
percent of the fascin-positive patients investigated
by Zigeuner et al had a metastatic course of disease,
compared with 21% of the fascin-negative [63].

3.1.1.2.10. Livin

Wagener et al reported the antiapoptotic livin/
melanoma inhibitor of apoptosis proteins (ML-IAP)
gene as a potentially new target for therapy, with a
significantly increased level of livin expression in
RCC compared with normal tissue [64]. However, in
a more recent study livin expression levels did not
correlate with either pathologic parameters, clinical
parameters, or disease end points [65].

3.1.1.2.11. Survivin

An inhibition of apoptosis using survivin with a
consecutive progression and recurrence was
reported: a positive survivin staining was indepen-
dently associated with higher stage, with higher
grade, and with a significantly lower CSS [66,67].
Parker et al reported 43.0% and 87.2% 5-yr CSS rates
for patients with high versus low levels of survivin
expression, respectively [68].

3.1.1.3. Conclusion with regard to renal cell

carcinoma–associated tumor markers

The potential of MMs suggested by clinical research
is encouraging. Knowledge of various pathways will
facilitate creation of systems of biomarkers that are
predictive of individual response to therapy. Useful
biomarkers may have potential as therapeutic
targets. Undoubtedly studies on MMs will provide
Please cite this article in press as: Eichelberg C, et al. Diagnostic and P
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many new opportunities for the discovery in urology
that will benefit our patients.

3.1.2. Molecular markers for biopsy specimens

The following section summarizes MMs as poten-
tially supportive in the work up of biopsy specimens
in terms of identification of malignant cells and of
tumor type.

3.1.2.1. G250/CAIX

As stated above, CAIX is frequently expressed (95%)
and highly specific for ccRCC [34]. In CAIX RNA
analyses of fine-needle–aspiration biopsies of ccRCC
and papRCC tissue versus benign tumor tissue, the
positive predictive values and the negative predic-
tive values were reported to be 100% and 45%,
respectively [69]. Similar results were achieved by
CAIX immunostaining of fine-needle–aspiration
biopsies, where a perfect discrimination between
ccRCC and benign lesions was seen in the 22 patients
investigated [33].

3.1.2.2. CD70

The transmembrane CD70 protein might be involved
in immune hideout mechanisms of solid tumors. In a
set of 41 patients, Junker et al reported 100% positivity
by immunostaining for CD70 in ccRCC specimens,
whereas the other RCC types were only rarely
positive. Furthermore, all nonmalignant kidney
samples were negative for CD70 [70].

3.1.2.3. Papillary renal cell carcinoma

In a very recent study, Per et al found that cytokeratin
7 and mucin 1 (MUC-1) were more frequent in papRCC
type 1 than in papRCC type 2 (84% and 76% vs 32% and
28%), whereaspapRCCtype 2 tumorswere more often
were positive for p53 (36% vs 12%) [71].

3.1.2.4. Chromophobe renal cell carcinoma and oncocytoma

3.1.2.4.1. KIT gene products

The diagnosis of chRCC and oncocytoma are
challenging, and immunohistochemical detection
of the KIT gene product on the cell membrane might
be of a specificity similar to G250 in ccRCC: While all
chRCC were KIT positive, in the report by Yamazaki
et al none of the ccRCC or non-neoplastic kidney
tissues showed detectable expression of KIT [72].

Pan et al showed similar results by analyzing 379
benign and malignant kidney tumors. They found
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KIT expression to be typically associated with chRCC
(83% positive) and oncocytomas (71% positive),
whereas none of the other types of renal masses
expressed KIT [73]. Kruger et al confirmed these
results and suggested that KIT reactivity be used as a
supplementary diagnostic criteria to differentiate
chRCC from other RCC types [74].

3.1.2.4.2. Epithelial cell adhesion molecule

Despite an assumed association to a favorable
prognosis in ccRCC (see section 3.1.1.2.7.), EpCAM
expression patterns might also serve to discriminate
chRCC and oncocytomas. Went et al reported a
strong and homogeneous positivity on large sec-
tions of 90% of chRCC (n = 20), whereas in oncocy-
tomas (n = 15) only single tumor cells or small
clusters were EpCAM positive [61].

3.1.2.4.3. Kangai 1 and loss of chromosomes y and 1p

Kangai 1 (KAI-1) could be a promising marker to
differentiate chRCC from oncocytomas. In an inves-
tigation of 152 tumors, Kauffmann et al reported a
KAI-1 positivity in 87% of chRCC, compared with 7%
of 28 oncocytomas. Only one ccRCC showed a low
level of staining, and none of the papRCC were KAI-1
positive [75]. If the resulting sensitivity and specifi-
city rates of 90% and 83%, respectively, could be
confirmed in further studies, use of KAI-1 could be a
real breakthrough in this diagnostic pitfall.

Another possible way to differentiate these two
renal tumor entities was recently reported by Klatte
et al, where a concomitant loss of chromosome y
and chromosome 1p was reported to be diagnostic
for oncocytoma in men. While 62.5% of the
oncocytomas simultaneously showed the genetic
aberrations, none of the chRCCs had loss of both 1p
and y [76].

3.1.2.5. Conclusion with regard to molecular markers for

biopsy specimens

Improvements in the clinical work-up of patients
with undefined renal masses are one part of the
scientific endeavor important for the urologists.
Putative markers for diagnostic or differential
diagnostic purposes, such as CAIX, CD70, KIT,
EpCAM, and KAI-1, need to be validated in large
clinical patient investigations.

3.2. Molecular markers in blood and serum

A reliable serum marker would obliviously ease
screening and follow-up of patients with RCC. There
Please cite this article in press as: Eichelberg C, et al. Diagnostic and P
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are some promising reports describing potential
markers in peripheral blood:

3.2.1. G250 and/or CAIX

McKiernan et al detected CAIX mRNA by reverse
transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) in
preoperative blood samples of patients with loca-
lized tumors and healthy donors. They found CAIX
mRNA in 86% of the patients with ccRCC, compared
to 0% in patients with benign lesions, and 1.8% in the
healthy control group [77]. A follow-up of the same
41 patients with RCC showed a 5-yr PFS of 88% and
40% for the preoperatively CAIX-negative and CAIX-
positive patients, respectively [78].

3.2.2. Vascular endothelial growth factor

High serum levels of VEGF have been reported to
predict stage, grade, and OS, especially in patients
with pT3b–c and in clinical stages 1–3 [79,80].
Perioperatively, high venous VEGF levels before
and immediately after surgery significantly corre-
lated with higher tumor grade, larger tumor size,
level of vascular invasion, and short DSS [81].

In a study of 302 patients treated by cytokine
therapy, pretreatment VEGF blood levels were
independently prognostic for OS and PFS in multi-
variate analyses [82].

As for the targeted therapies aiming at VEGF, the
data are somewhat surprising. Subgroup analysis
from the AVOREN trial using the anti-VEGF therapy
with bevacizumab, demonstrated similar PFS ben-
efit independent of the baseline VEGF levels in 85
cases [83].

In a biomarker analysis derived from the TARGET
trial, high levels of blood VEGF were associated with
a shorter PFS in the placebo group, but VEGF levels
were not predictive for PFS or for response to
sorafenib therapy in the treatment arm [29].

3.2.3. Serum amyloid A

Serum amyloid A (SAA) blood levels have been
reported to correlate with distant metastases. In an
analysis of SAA concentrations in healthy controls
and in patients with localized tumors, there were
no significant differences (median: 3 mg/l and
4 mg/l). In M1 patients, however, a nine-fold
increase in the median level was observed, and
SAA levels were an independent predictor of OS
[84].

A protein pattern, including SAA-1 identified by
surface enhanced laser desorption/ionization
time-of-flight mass spectrometry (SELDI-TOF-MS)
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analysis of serum samples of 50 ccRCC patients
and 50 volunteers was able to discriminate the two
groups with a sensitivity of 70–78% and a specifi-
city of 82–92%, respectively [85].

3.2.4. Insulin-like growth factor-1

In a series of 256 RCC patients, Rasmuson et al found
a positive correlation between IGF-1 serum levels
and survival. At multivariate analysis, a serum level
above median IGF-1 levels and tumor stage were
independent predictors of OS in the investigated
cohort [86].

3.2.5. Conclusions regarding molecular markers in blood

and serum

Such promising research is important to retain
expertise and research money within urological
departments of urology. Given a proven reliability of
blood MMs like CAIX and IGF-1, they could serve to
give specific fingerprints that can be used for
screening and classification but also follow-up of
patients with RCC.

3.3. Molecular markers in urine

The idea to follow localized tumors or to monitor
drug-based therapy results by simply analyzing
tumor-specific markers in the easily available
excretory product of the kidney is desirable. How-
ever, there is only scant literature on urine markers
for RCC.

3.3.1. Urinary nuclear matrix protein 22

Aside from prostate-specific antigen (PSA) for pros-
tate carcinoma, urinary nuclear matrix protein 22
(NMP 22) is the only Federal Drug Administration
(FDA)–approved screening marker. It is known to be
specific for transitional cell carcinoma, and it is
available as a flow-through rapid diagnostic test.
There are some reports suggesting that NMP 22 might
also work as an RCC screening marker. In a study of 41
patients, 60% of the RCC patients had a positive
urinary NMP 22 test, compared with only 13% in the
controlgroup[87]. Similarly,Ozeret alandHuang et al
reported preoperatively urinary NMP-22 levels sig-
nificantly higher in each of their respective RCC
groups than in healthy volunteers [88,89].

3.3.2. Others

A protein profile set detected in urine of RCC
patients by SELDI demonstrated excellent sensitiv-
Please cite this article in press as: Eichelberg C, et al. Diagnostic and P
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ity and specificity to discriminate among the
simultaneously investigated volunteers in an initial
‘‘blind’’ set but declined in a ‘‘coin drop’’ in a second
larger set [90]. Some other authors have reported
marker sets achieved by SELDI analysis of urinary
proteins to discriminate RCC patients from healthy
controls [91,92].

Although their patient number was quite small,
Teratani et al reported fatty acid–binding protein
(FABP) cDNA to be amplified in preoperative urine of
RCC patients but not postoperatively or in healthy
controls [93].

4. Discussion

Although there are many promising studies of MMs
in RCC, after >10 yr of investigation, MMs have not
yet made their way into clinical practice; the results
of the studies are sometimes contradictory. When
analyzing the reasons for this, some pitfalls of the
existing data become obvious:

1. Many authors continue to mix different RCC
types in their analyses, even though different RCC
types represent genetically different tumor enti-
ties with different biological behaviors [94].

2. Differences in handling tissue samples, in stain-
ing techniques, and in molecular methods might
give differing results, making interpretation
difficult.

3. Depending on the further treatment modalities
applied in the investigated patient cohorts, an
investigated MM might just be a marker of
response for a particular therapy but not a
prognostic marker for the tumor itself. This
would make a marker’s universal validity ques-
tionable, since there are significant variations of
therapeutic schemes both regionally (high dose
intravenous IL-2 in the United States vs INF/IL-2
subcutaneous in Europe) and over time (immune
modulation vs targeted therapies).

4. Tumor necrosis, tumor heterogeneity, large
tumor size, and variations in hypoxic time during
surgery (eg, clamping time) might artificially
activate relevant pathways due to hypoxia or
other factors which result in an inhomogeneous
distribution pattern within a tumor. For HIF-1a, at
least, it has been shown that levels within
specimens remain constant for 60 min [18].

5. Conclusions

Presently, there are a number of promising mole-
cular markers that address several clinical ques-
tions, but the available data are not valid enough for
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routine, clinical application. Further well-per-
formed, reproducible studies are needed to display
markers useful in the clinical work-up of patients
with RCC. Consequently, we should comply with the
demand for large, multicenter, prospective investi-
gations that are stratified for RCC type and treat-
ment modalities. This would lift molecular markers
in diagnosis and treatment of RCC to a practical
level, helping therapists to refine and economize
their follow-up and to individualize treatment
strategies. Furthermore, use of MMs could prevent
patients from unnecessary radiological exposure,
psychological pressure, and too-late detection of
progression and could also spare patients from
ineffective therapies.
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